Imagining new
communities
Dear Saints:
If we are truly living in the last days and people will be flowing to the Center Place, there may be a need
for expanding housing stock in sustainable communities as part of the Zionic endeavor. To spark our imagination about some of the ways this could be accomplished with new technologies, a free presentation will be held
at the

Central/Gospel Park Branch
919 S. Delaware, Independence, MO

Sunday, Oct. 14, at 1 p.m.

A company from the state of Washington has agreed to come and display some of the latest technology
in home construction and intentional community living. 3-D printed homes -- constructed with vastly improved
speed, materials and methods -- will be highlighted in their presentation, along with information on new energy
technologies and sustainable off-grid living including food production and cooperative enterprises.
The company is named Envirock (the website can be found at envirock.net). We have asked them to
come, not as an endorsement of their specific company, but as a way to begin to help us think about possibilities
for the future. An excerpt from their site reads:
“What if high quality, deep green homes were affordable?
What if your home provided for your most expensive and fundamental living needs through integrated
critical life support systems that produce abundant clean energy, natural/organic food and clean water?
What if your home required little to no life cycle maintenance because it was built from green, recyclable
materials so strong and durable it could last millenniums?
What would that mean to you and your family?
Imagine the creative, spiritual, educational and economic impact that would have on our lives.”
The U. S. National Conference is sponsoring this free presentation, and we’re inviting anyone who
would be interested to come. There will be a 90-minute presentation followed by up to an hour for questions
and further conversation. The guests will stay as long as people are interested in sharing.
We hope you will come share the afternoon with us.
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